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longevity but the tail light connector wire is as thin as possible and will probably be the first
failure point. The paper instructions suck but there are very good you tube videos, of course
they go through the most annoying part of running the wire to the battery the fastest. My trailer
has led lights so i probably should have just spiced in a harness and saved 60 bucks and an
hour of time. I like how convenient it is to tie in to the existing wire harness with the plugs
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voided the warranty. So to be clear, I am expected to attached a couple of other wires to the box
with included compression pliers that I may or may not have but if I want to solder and use heat
shrink tubing on 3 smaller gauge wires I have voided the warranty. If it fails I won't be back ever,
that is for sure. One person found this helpful. Works great! This is my second one on my wifes
van. We only use her hitch to pull the jetski's. I forgot to tie up the plug to the trailer, and she
back into a parking spot somewhere, hit the hitch on the parking spot bumper, and it mashed
the wires together. After that, I tried to replace the pigtail plug, and even though it was "right"
with no shorts, it kept blowing the fuse. That's when I knew something in the converter box was
shorted too. But we used it all summer, and I did have my trailer behind it once, the lights
always worked great! Overall the kit worked fine. I knocked off a star for the following reasons: I
felt the primary wire should have been red Primary wire felt stiff and cheap Cheap fuse holder
Butt connectors should have been waterproof Overall the rest of the kit was fine and fit. I wish it
was cheaper but overall happy with the kit and install. Do yourself a favor and get more zip ties
and watch the available youtube videos. I would also recommend using waterproof butt
connectors. I did this with the aid of my 14 year old son and it wasn't too hard. The biggest
problem is feeding the wires from the rear of the car all the way to the front for the battery
connection. If you don't have help to keep the wires untangled, you'll spend a lot of time going
back and forth. I don't have a vehicle lift so I was on my back on the garage floor. We got it
installed in about 20 minutes. I miss the old style Lightmate that just connected at the rear
wiring harness. Simple plug and play. Easy installation. I had to use different zip ties because
the ones provided kept slipping loose. Also recommend feeding the wire that goes to the
battery down through the engine compartment then to the back of the vehicle as opposed to
trying to feed up through the engine compartment. Just a little easier that way. This was very
easy to install however that is where it ended and the problems started. I hooked up the wiring
as shown. The lights did not work. The unit still didn't work tracking the wiring I found that no
power was getting to the flat connector, at this point I tried wiring around the module and then it
worked. I would never suggest this item. I will try to get my money back, that may take some
trying. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Last month ie, March , the 10 amp fuse
blew. I jumped the fuse but still it would not work. I removed the entire harness and traced for
shorts to ground, ie rubbed through wires, etc. Of course I checked the trailer lights
independently and they were working fine. I concluded that the electronic module of the had
failed. I ordered a replacement unit and has been replaced by Curt I installed today, April 23, and
the trailer lights work fine, again. I really hope that the last more then 3 years! The ease of
installation is great. The plastic 6 pin connectors are a perfect fit into the 6 pin connectors of the
taillight assembly. I was not impressed with the short life of the original It should have lasted
more then 3 years. Time will tell. And for whatever reason, the reverse lights are still 12V. So
due to the low voltage of the LED's you need a power wire that runs all the way to the front of
the van that connects to your battery to power the wiring harness up to 12 volts, as most trailers
still have 12 volt bulbs or 12V LED bulbs. The installation went very smoothly, the parts fit
together properly and feel well connected and tight. The materials, wire etc are of good quality
and should last a long time. Keep a few extra zap-straps handy, as they skimped out on the
number in the kit. The installation directions are clear and easy to understand. I also used
YouTube and found someone who did a great job of explaining exactly how to wire my vehicle
with this kit. I suggest you do the same. Report abuse. All works great. On the negative side,
wish it costs less to buy. Purchased Oct had nothing but trouble with the right rear turn signal
on my van. I would pull the light out disconnect the connections slightly bend the prongs and re
assemble for it to work approximately 4 turns then would stop working again. Finally got fed up
and completely disconnected that side and reconnected the tail light right back to the stock
harness. I have no trailer lights but I have van signals now. The unit looks simple enough and
so is the installation. Mine is in a Dodge caravan and it worked great for 12 months - then
nothing. It's the module. Power and signal goes in and nothing comes out. Buy another brand.
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